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Electron cavitation and relativistic self-focusing in underdense plasma
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An improved cavitation model shows that stable beam channeling and electron cavitation occur for relativ-
istic laser intensities even at powers hundreds of times larger than the critical power for self-focusing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in laser technology@1#, based on the
chirped pulse amplification technique, make intensit
greater than 1018 W/cm2 available for experiments. At suc
intensities, electron motion in the laser field is essentia
relativistic and the physics of the laser-plasma interactio
very different from the well studied case of more moder
intensities.

In the present paper, we discuss self-focusing of inte
laser beams in underdense (n,nc) plasmas. It was shown
many years ago@2# that in the weakly relativistic regime
steady-state self-focusing is similar to self-focusing in a K
medium: the focusing is described by a nonlinear Sch¨-
dinger equation~NSE!. For beam powerP greater than a
critical power Pcr516nc /n GW, nonlinear self-focusing
overcomes diffractive spreading and the beam is focused
a field singularity. More exactly, this behavior is followed u
to the breaking of the paraxial approximation. Strong rad
tion scattering takes place after the focus.

If the initial beam powerP is well abovePcr , the laser
beam first breaks into filaments with powerP about Pcr ,
each of which then undergoes catastrophic self-focusing

Recent studies@3–7# demonstrate that self-focusin
changes qualitatively for very intense beams. In this case
laser field becomes so strong that the ponderomotive fo
evacuates electrons from macroscopic regions~electron cavi-
tation!. Stable channeling with confined powerP@Pcr can
take place inside the resultant empty cavity since further
cusing cannot take place.

Understanding self-focusing is very important for realiz
tion of the ‘‘fast ignitor’’ project@8#. In this inertial confine-
ment fusion~ICF! scheme, a powerful ultrashort pulse pr
duces a burst of energetic electrons to ignite an alre
compressed ICF target. Filamentation and subseq
anomalous scattering in the underdense plasma will red
the fast electron generation efficiency. Thus radiation ch
neling can be very helpful for the ‘‘fast ignitor’’ scheme
From the above arguments, one can see that whether
mentation or channeling of radiation occurs is determin
not only by the beam power, but also by focusing conditio
density profile, etc. The importance of propagation model
for understanding is indicated by recent experiments@9,10#,
in which similar experimental parameters resulted in rad
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tion filamentation in one case@9# and stable channeling in
the other@10#.

We show below that the previously used description
cavitation leads to nonconservation of net plasma cha
Modification of the cavitation description and a comparis
of our approach with previous results is the major goal
this paper. The difficulty with the standard approach is due
loss of Hamiltonian structure of the self-focusing equatio
upon cavitation. The regularized solution presented h
maintains the Hamiltonian structure from which some ge
eral conclusions can be made. In particular, we will dem
strate the stability of the formed channel.

In the conclusion, we discuss the applicability of our r
sults to real situations and possible consequences for
‘‘fast ignitor’’ scheme.

II. CAVITATION AND RELATIVISTIC CHANNELING

Propagation of ultraintense radiation in plasma involve
number of highly nonlinear phenomena characterized by
ferent spatial and temporal scales, e.g., the scale of ch
separation, the laser wavelength, the transverse beam
and the longitudinal plasma scale. Also, the self-focusing
light in Kerr media is very different in two and three dime
sions, so reliable modeling should be three dimensional. A
result, even the best particle-in-cell simulation is limited,
practice, to short simulation times and small plasma volum
that do not match typical experimental conditions@11#. On
the other hand, the disparate sizes of parameters allow
simplified description@12,13#. Equations for slowly varying
envelopes can be derived from the fully coupled system
equations of relativistic hydrodynamics for the electron m
tion and from Maxwell’s equations for the laser beam. Wh
the pulse duration is longer than 1/vp , a further simplifica-
tion is to disregard charge separation in the direction
propagation. While such a model does not include wake fi
generation, or Raman scattering~important, e.g., for laser
acceleration studies!, it is quite adequate for present pu
poses. For propagation in a plasma with density near criti
this approximation is good even for pulses with duration
small as a few tens of femtoseconds. We show below tha
the process of self-focusing, small scale modulations of
pulse can arise. For pulse durations greater than 0.5 ps, p
splitting is important.

In this approximation, steady state relativistic se
7122 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 7123ELECTRON CAVITATION AND RELATIVISTIC SELF- . . .
focusing in the comoving system of reference is described
the paraxial wave equation@3–7#:

2iaz1D'a1S 12
n

g Da50. ~1!

Herea is the envelope of the vector potential normaliz
by the electron rest energya5eA/mc2, n is the electron
density in units of the critical densityn5ne /nc , g
5A11uau2/2 is the usual relativistic factor, the transver
coordinates are normalized byc/vp , with vp being the
plasma frequency, andz is normalized by the Fresnel lengt
corresponding to the plasma wavelengthvc/vp

2@c/v. The
electron densityn in Eq. ~1! is related to the light intensity
by

n511D'g. ~2!

A problem is that at high intensity, the ponderomoti
force dominates the electric field produced by charge se
ration in a macroscopic region and the density given by
~2! can take nonphysical, negative values. It was sugge
in Ref. @3# that negative densities be avoided by setting
electron density to zero inside the cavitation zone, i.e.,

n50 if 11D'g,0. ~3!

This type of cavitation model has been used in seve
published investigations@3–7#. Unfortunately, this mode
has a difficulty that makes quantitative results unreliable.
demonstrate the problem, consider a powerful beam pro
gating in plasma, with ponderomotive forces evacuat
electrons up to a radiusR. At r 5R we must have 11D'g
50. The solution of Eq.~1! is completely determined by thi
specification, the requirement that the field should deca
large radius, and the fixed beam powerP @6#. Now charge
conservation requires that

E ~n21!dV50 or 2¹'g5R/2. ~4!

The equation is thus overdetermined and solutions w
cavitation obtained in Refs.@3–6# have, generally speaking
nonzero net charge. In Fig. 1, we plot the net charge of
steady-state solution of Eq.~1! versus the power of the chan
neling beam. We see that charge nonconservation starts
after the appearance of cavitation and increases with incr
ing channeling power. The net charge is negative.

The above inconsistency could be removed by the in
duction of surface charge on the cavitation boundary, wh
would make Eq.~1! consistent with both the boundary co
ditions and the additional condition~4!. A more natural way
to solve this problem, however, is to schematically take i
account the finite plasma temperatureT. In this case, instead
of Eq. ~2! one can derive the equation

n511D'~g1a ln n!,
~5!

a5
T

mc2 !1.
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Equation ~5! has a simple physical meaning. The di
placement of electron density produces an electrostatic
tentialF, according to the relationD'F512n. Hence, Eq.
~5! describes a Boltzmannian electron distribution in jo
electrostatic and ponderomotive potentials. It is clear tha
this case the electron density in the region of laser field
calization can be extremely small, but, nevertheless, nonz
There will be no singularities in the solution. This phenom
enological finite temperature correction is important only
a very thin boundary layer. The actual value ofT is deter-
mined by the process by which the plasma was formed.
self-consistent evaluation is beyond our description. In ty
cal experiments@9,10#, it is on the order of 1 keV. The ad
ditional term regularizes and selects the physically corr
solution of Eq.~1!. Also, our calculations demonstrate th
the solution is not sensitive to the exact ‘‘temperature’’ val
chosen.

Figures 2 and 3 compare the evolution of initially Gaus
ian beams propagated in plasma as described by the ca
tion model and by the system Eqs.~1! and ~5!. Figure 2
compares the laser field amplitude, and Fig. 3 the elec
density distribution. One can see that while being qual
tively similar, the solutions are very different quantitativel
Our charge conserving solution is smoother, and the cha
is wider. One sees that the regular solution does not exh
the high spikes of laser intensity typical of the cavitati
model simulation@5#. Even for power as low as 100 time
Pcr , the cavitation model overestimates peak intensity b
factor of 4. This is an important factor in interpreting re
experiments.

We note that Eqs.~1! and~5! can be written in the Hamil-
tonian form,

2iaz5
dH

da*
~6!

with the Hamiltonian being

FIG. 1. Total charge imbalanceQ5*(12n)dV of the steady-
state solution Eq.~1! with standard cavitation description Eq.~3! vs
trapped power. Charge nonconservation starts just after the ap
ance of cavitation and increases with increasing channeled po
Total charge is negative. The dotted line is the cavitation radiu
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H5E @ u¹'au22uau212~gn21!2~n21!D'
21~n21!

12a~n ln n2n11!#dV. ~7!

Together with the additional constraintdH/dn50, Eq.~6!
is equivalent to Eq.~5!. The Hamiltonian structure implie
that Eqs.~1! and~5! conserve the HamiltonianH in addition
to the powerP5* uau2dV. In the usual cavitation model, th
equations have Hamiltonian structure outside the cavita
zone:H is given by Eq.~7! with a50. The equations are
also Hamiltonian inside the cavity, but due to the movi
surface effect, the overall Hamiltonian is not conserv
within the cavitation model. The evolution of the Ham
tonian in the cavitation model is presented in Fig. 4. Jum
in the value ofH are directly correlated with the appearan
of cavitation.

In our regular model, the HamiltonianH of Eq. ~7! was
conserved with high accuracy during numerical evaluation
Eqs.~1! and ~5!.

Now consider steady-state solutions of Eq.~1!. Similar to
steady state solutions for the NSE, these solutions rea
extremums ofH for fixed values of powerP ~see, e.g., the
review Ref.@14#!. It was shown in Ref.@15# that fora50, H
is bounded from below for a fixed value ofP. Small thermal
corrections do not change this result. The boundednessH
means that the solution corresponding to minimumH for a
fixed P is stable, according to the Lyapunov theorem@14#.

FIG. 2. Evolution of the dimensionless amplitudea(r ,z) of the
vector potential for a pulse with powerP/Pcr5118.5 and initial
distribution a(z50,r )512 exp@2(r/3.5)2#. ~a! Cavitation model,
~b! regular description Eq.~5!.
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It may appear, at first, impossible to arrive at this sta
solution from general initial conditions. The initial value o
the Hamiltonian is different from theH value for the steady-
state solution, andH is a conserved quantity. However, th
discrepancy can be removed by radiation out of the chan
Thus, the efficiency of trapping in the channeling regime c
be sensitive to focusing conditions, plasma density, etc.
sidual oscillations of the trapped power can occur after ch
nel formation as is seen in Fig. 2.

The last two figures illustrate the sensitivity of propag
tion to the beam focusing conditions. We treated the evo

FIG. 3. Normalized electron density evolution for the same c
as Fig. 2. Part~a! corresponds to cavitation model and part~b! to
the regular description.

FIG. 4. Evolution of the HamiltonianH @Eq. ~7!# in the usual
cavitation model. The jumps in Hamiltonian value coincides w
appearance of cavitation.
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57 7125ELECTRON CAVITATION AND RELATIVISTIC SELF- . . .
tion of an initially flat top beam to make the filamentatio
process more visible.

In Fig. 5, one can see the development of filamentation
a very powerful beam. The initial beam witha50.8 breaks
into multiple rings. These rings are unstable and would br
into filaments in a full 3D description~see, e.g.,@5#!.

When the beam is tightly focused, however, and the
tensity is high enough to produce cavitation, the initial d
crete filaments coalesce as a result of nonlinear interact
~see Fig. 6!. The channel formed transports many times
critical power Pcr . Qualitatively, such behavior can be e
plained as follows. With well developed cavitation, the ma
determinant ofH is the electrostatic energy of separat
charges. Coalescence of ‘‘empty’’ channels decreases th
tal electrostatic energy and makes the formation of one ch
nel to transport most of the beam energetically preferabl

III. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we demonstrated that an adequate des
tion of electron cavitation does not qualitatively change

FIG. 5. Evolution of the amplitudea(r ,z) of the vector potential
for a flat top pulse witha50.8, normalized beam radiusR of 70,
and powerP5686Pcr . Only the central part of the beam is plotte
n
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results of previous studies. Stable channeling of intense l
radiation through underdense plasma is possible if the la
beam is powerful enough and tightly focused. But our resu
for channel width, axial intensity, and distribution smoot
ness differ quantitatively from those of previous studies.

We found above that for pulses with power much grea
than Pcr , stable channeling of radiation through the und
dense plasma can be realized. But beam power is not
only parameter that characterizes propagation. If the bea
not focused tightly enough, or is defocused during propa
tion through very underdense plasma, beam filamenta
can take place even at high power. Thus, only detailed
merical modeling is capable of deciding whether filamen
tion will occur in a specific experimental setting.
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FIG. 6. Evolution of the amplitudea(r ,z) of the vector potential
for a flat top pulse witha53, R520, andP5515Pcr .
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